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Blaisdell’s is an authorized Humanscale dealer & carries their full line of
award winning products:


Ergo Mice



Seating



Monitor Arms



CPU Holders



Keyboard Systems



Laptop & Document Holders



Glare Filters



Task Lighting



And more!

C

A
B

A

Freedom Chair

B

Liberty Chair

The Freedom chair is designed to
give the maximum ergonomic benefit to the sitter with a minimum
number of manually-adjusted controls. Once the chair is fitted, no further adjustment is required. The
idea is that movement, which is essential for a healthy body, shouldn’t
be constricted by locking mechanisms and manual controls. Shown
with optional headrest & arms.

Liberty, with Form-Sensing Mesh
Technology, is unlike any mesh chair
you’ve seen or experienced. With its
tri-panel construction, Liberty has
the body-fitting contours that singlepanel stretch mesh chairs simply
can’t achieve. And it offers perfect
lumbar support for everyone, without external devices or manual adjustments. Shown with optional
arms.

#F211GV101 _ _ _ _

#L116BM10V101M _ _ _ _

C

Freedom Pony Saddle Stool

The Saddle and Pony Saddle seats,
part of Humanscale’s award-winning
Freedom seating line, are the most
comfortable and versatile stools ever made. The original Saddle and the
more compact Pony Saddle accommodate comfortable seating in
countless applications. These stools
encourage you to sit in a saddle posture, which lowers the thighs, opens
up the hips and puts the spine into a
healthy lordotic curve. The stools
are ideal for shorter term sitting—or
even for getting your feet up off the
ground by using it as an ottoman.
#F300GV10 _ _ _ _

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discount pricing available, contact us!

Founded in 1982, Humanscale is recognized as the leading manufacturer of ergonomic
products for the office. Their diverse product range helps ensure that individuals who
spend hours each day in front of a computer, do so in maximum comfort and with minimal long-term health
risks.
Humanscale has always been committed to environmental sustainability and continually strives to design, engineer and manufacture products that consume less of the Earth’s limited resources. This is accomplished by creating products that weigh less (i.e. require less material), have fewer parts (which requires fewer manufacturing
processes) and contain a high percentage of recycled and recyclable content.

A

A

Diffrient World Chair

It isn’t a typo- it’s the spelling of the
designer’s name, Niels Diffrient!
Diffrient World marks Humanscale's
first foray into all-mesh task seating.
Like its mesh-backed forerunner,
Liberty, the Diffrient World chair's tri
-panel backrest hugs the body to
provide tailor-made lumbar support,
while its mesh seat eliminates contact stress under the thighs. But the
major innovation is the mechanismfree recline action, which leverages
two parts of the chair’s frame and
the laws of physics to provide automatic, balanced support throughout
the full range of recline. No chair is
more intuitive, creating the ultimate
user-friendly sitting experience.

B

B

Trea Guest Chair

Trea teams a timeless, ultra-simple
aesthetic with surprisingly highperformance function in an elegant
guest chair. Designed by Todd
Bracher, Trea introduces a groundbreaking “solid state” recline mechanism, developed by the Humanscale
Design Studio, that involves no moving parts while providing exceptional
ergonomic comfort. Sustainability is
also integral to Trea’s design: the
lightweight, minimal-part chair
offers high percentages of recycled
and recyclable content.
Expected availability Q3 2012

Customized just for You
All of the chairs the Blaisdell’s
offers are fully customizable,
making your seat yours. With
dozens of fabrics, finishes and
optional features, Blaisdell’s
is capable of creating a comfortable, beautiful office chair
that you will find irresistible.
Call our Sales Team to discuss
what you want and how to
get it! We can deliver fabric
and finish swatches to your
office the next-business-day,
to help make coordinating
your new furniture easy and
fun!
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Office Master
is a Primary Manufacturer of ergonomic office seating
based in Southern California. From Office Masters beginning in 1986 a commitment was made to consistently
innovate, offer the best possible value, and distribute
with the shortest manufacturing times possible. This
commitment to manufacturing efficiency has allowed
Office Master to become a leader in
the distribution of mid-market Ergonomic office seating.
Office Master Chairs are built to order and ship in 3-4
working days in over 100 stock fabrics. 14 different lines
are available for a wide array of uses including Ergonomic, Corporate Standards, Medical, Healthcare, Schools,
Production Labs, ESD, Budget, Conference, Stacker, 24Hr Use, and Big/Tall. Office Master is committed to
maintaining long term customers by offering value and
innovation.

A

A

Hip. Smart. Chic. At a price you can afford. Who
says you can’t have it all?
Talk to us today about this award winning chair, and
how it can help you have a great workday!
#OM5

C

B

Glenworth Series

The award-winning Glenworth articulates sophisticated European looks,
multitask functionality and userfriendly versatility. Designed to fit
your busy work style, as well as your
budget. Quite simply the best value
in user-friendly task seating you can
find.
#GL64

The OM5 Chair by Office Master.

B

Maxwell Series

C

"MAX"-imum size, "WELL" designed
makes the MX a great choice. The
Maxwell series is constructed from
heavy-duty components and widerbody-supporting 24" seat cushions.
A remarkable chair that bears users
up to a 400 lb. weight capacity, Maxwell is built to endure!
#MX84

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discovery Back Series

The Discovery back chair was designed to specifically address users
seeking to promote a healthier
seating posture. The unique "PearShaped" design of the backrest permits a seated user's shoulder blades
to travel more fully rearward when
leaning back.
#DB53

Discount pricing available, contact us!

B

A

E

D

A

Patriot Series

Patriot Value Line chairs are full
function, superior task chairs that
incorporate a range of adjustments
into reliable design. Ideally suited
for medium builds, the Patriot is a
proven chair that has an adjustable
seat and backrest, as well as a sliding seat depth control and EZ back
height feature. Shown with optional
JR40 arms.
#PA57

D KR25 Height-Adjustable Arms
Contoured height-adjustable T arms
featuring natural grip control. Adjustable height range = 2.75"
#KR25

C

B

Paramount Series

F

C YES Series

The Paramount Value Line and is a
reliable chair that was built to meet
the demands of daily crossperformance use. With a full complement of features that affords users the ability to adjust the chair to
their comfort, each of the chairs
from the line offers a compelling
combination of comfort, style and
affordability.
#PT76

The YES mesh back task chair delivers all of these as well as reliable
performance in a stylish, modern
package. The line has been designed
with this mesh back design so that
your whole office can share the
same great look, at the same great
value.
#YS88

KR200 Series Height– and
Width-Adjustable Arms

JR37 Height- and WidthAdjustable Arms

Height– and width-adjustable T arms
featuring natural grip control. Adjustable height range = 2.75"
#KR200

2-way Adjustable forward-slanting Tarms. Adjustable height range = 3”
Adjustable width range = 1.5”
#JR37

E

F
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Soma Ergonomics was founded in 1992 with the mission of helping
make our world a better, more comfortable place to live. Soma's
foundation was laid, however, beginning in 1984, when our founder,
principal designer, and former architect, "Z!", became keenly aware
of on the one hand of a general lack of chairs that were attractive,
affordable, and really ergonomic, and on the other hand of the increasing rate of work-related injuries, predominantly in the back and the wrist. Supported by intensive personal research coupled with revolutionary ideas that
were later proven by independent research findings, our founder was driven to create affordable, real ergonomic
products that both look great and are anatomically correct/really help prevent both lower back and repetitive
strain injuries.
To that end, Soma Ergonomics manufactures innovative ergonomic products based on serious, objective physiological research. We continue to gather information from a diverse group of experts in the fields of medicine, psychology, physiology, and related-products industries, as well as from you, the consumer, directly, our ultimate "expert".
And in an elegant synthesis of comfort and beauty we keep advancing our designs to create affordable products for
you.

A

A SomaHybrid Char
It's a chair, it's a stool, it's a chest
rest. You can sit, you can stand, you
can move with the SomaHybrid™
chair and as a result have more energy at the end of your day!
For shorter term sitting and for
sitting in small spaces try any one of
our stools with or without backrests.
With higher quality cushioning than
others and comfort features hidden
within they are a great value and
give you better support.
#HySHH (as configured above)

C

B

B

SomaGlider Chair

The Glider ™ is the first chair designed to give you ergonomic support and comfort and protect your
spinal disk health while you sit. This
incredible benefit is acheived by the
patented Ergokinetic™ spring
mounted split seat designed by Dr.
Richard Robertshaw, DC. Prior to
being a practitioner and instructor of
Chiropractic Dr. Robertshaw was a
spinal surgical technologist where he
had the unique opportunity to see
how the spinal fluid is moved
around to carry essential nutrients
for the spinal nerves and drain metabolites out of the cerebro-spinal
system. This unique experience gave
him the insight that enabled him to
invent the ErgoKinetic™ seat that
enhances spinal health and comfort
so well.
#SG4Me (as configured above)

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C XtraSturdy Chair
SomaXtraSturdy™ is the real ergonomic chair for big and tall users, up
to 500 pounds. It comes in 2 seat
sizes with shallower and deeper seat
versions of each and features
Soma's SomaSuperPlush™ cushioning, a great variety of backrests, seat
and back height adjustment, independent seat and back angle adjustment, heavy duty lift, seat depth
adjustment, heavy duty base, steel
reinforced frame, easy roll XL casters
and a 5 year warranty.
#XSMCx (as configured above)

Discount pricing available, contact us!

All Soma chairs are fully customizable– mandatory for an ergonomically designed chair. Seat, back, arms, base,
fabric colors & textures, casters & adjustment capabilities are all changeable. That means the chair that we build
for you is for YOU!
Let our Sales Team know what you want, and we can make it happen. Fabric samples are available to help you
envision the look you want, and our expert Evaluators can assist you with understanding and configuring the best
chair– a healthy chair!
BUT WAIT there’s so much more!! Don’t see what you are looing for on these pages? Call us!

B

A

A

SomaComfort Chair

SomaComfort™ has a softer, more
contoured seat and backrest. Great
for people who prefer that "wrap
around" feeling and a chair you can
sink into.
The SomaComfort™ promotes Stress
-Relieving Dynamic Natural Posture,
helping you to get more done and
feel better doing it. Its exclusive two
-part seat promotes better posture
than a flat seat and features a tiltforward and/or waterfall front feature. Shown with TB back & optional Neck Pillow.
#R4TBt (as configured above)

B

SomaForm Chair

This chair is deceptively simple looking, but like so many other things in
life "less is more"! SomaForm™ has
been discovered by clinicians, ergonomists and Fortune 500 companies
as the chair providing the most
effective RSI prevention available. It
is the result of over 17 years of clinical research and, though it may look
simple, it has exclusive features that
support your lower back and reduce
muscle tension in the upper back
and neck when sitting upright better
than any other chair!
SomaForm has a firmer, slightly
mushroom-shaped seat and flat
back that minimize pressure points
but provide maximum support without getting in your way making it
easy to move around. It's great for
"V" sitters who like to sit with their
legs spread apart in an open angle
and best for helping reduce sciatica.
#SFTBs (as configured above)

C

C

SomaSupport Chair

SomaSupport™ is the real ergonomic
chair for the budget conscious. It
benefits from Soma's innovative
Two-Part-Seats™ and Cut-Away
backrests™ with ThorSac™ so you
still get great RSI prevention and
back support, but its made of more
imported components for a lower
cost. SomaSupport™ seats are the
same width and depth as SomaComfort™ seats, but firmer and
without seams. The 6 SomaSupport™ seat sizes offer the firmest
support and allow for comfort enhacing ease of motion and and open
forward sitting natural posture that
you'll especially love if you sit upright and lean into your work.
#SSMBwn (as configured above)
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A

Alpha High Back Chair

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

B

Beta medium Back Chair

C

Boss Mid Back Chair

Discount pricing available, contact us!
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ErgoGenesis, manufacturer of BodyBilt® ergonomic seating, is committed to the use
of earth-friendly components and manufacturing techniques. BodyBilt chairs have
been custom made in the same location in Navasota, Texas for over twelve years.
ErgoGenesis was first in our industry to incorporate the use of BioFlex™ foam, made
of a soybean derivative as opposed to petroleum-based foam, resulting in an extremely comfortable, adjustable, durable and eco-friendly chair. All BodyBilt HighBack chairs provide exceptional comfort with upper and low back support. 10-Point
Posture Control adjustability puts at your command the tools to address and alleviate
stressful aches and pains so often escalated by inferior chairs.

by

A

A

High Back Chair w/Neck Roll

The moderately contoured seat on
this model is our most popular design. The soft, contoured neck roll
adds head and neck support in the
more reclined posture. With passive
weight distribution via surface contact this model encourages properseated posture and cushions the
high-pressure points that lead to
discomfort on flat seat designs. For
special needs, an array of optional
features is offered to address almost
every seated task in the office.
The J style mechanism rocks from a
center-pivot point under the seat,
and allows for the backrest depth
adjustment feature (not found on
the K-style mechanism).
#J3507 (as configured above)

B

B

High Back Task Chair

The deeply contoured seat on this
model is one of our most popular
designs. With passive weight distribution via surface contact this model encourages proper-seated posture and cushions the high-pressure
points that lead to discomfort on flat
seat designs. For special needs, an
array of optional features is offered
to address almost every seated task
in the office.
The J style mechanism rocks from a
center-pivot point under the seat,
and allows for the backrest depth
adjustment feature (not found on
the K-style mechanism).
#J2502 (as configured above)

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

C Big & Tall High Back Chair W/
Neck Roll
The deeply contoured seat on this
model is one of our most popular
designs. The soft, contoured neck
roll adds head and neck support in
the more reclined posture. With
passive weight distribution via surface contact this model encourages
proper-seated posture and cushions
the high-pressure points that lead to
discomfort on flat seat designs. For
special needs, an array of optional
features is offered to address almost
every seated task in the office.
The J style mechanism rocks from a
center-pivot point under the seat,
and allows for the backrest depth
adjustment feature (not found on
the K-style mechanism).
#S3504 (as configured above)
Discount pricing available, contact us!

ErgoGenesis constantly seeks ways to recycle and minimize waste in every material and area of manufacturing.
The BodyBilt product line does have the following highlights in regard to recyclable materials:
 BodyBilt chairs contain approximately 20-25% of recyclable material. Some chairs, i.e. Stacking chairs, may
contain a lower percentage.
 All steel scrap is recycled after fabrication of steel components on the BodyBilt chair.
 ABS plastic scraps are recycled. All new parts manufactured by BodyBilt are made with Virgin plastic.
 To minimize component waste and replacement, ErgoGenesis uses quality components that carry a lifetime
warranty, while other components carry a ten-year warranty.

A

A Extra Tall “Stretch” Seating w/
Neck Roll
The slightly contoured seat on this
model is one of our most popular
designs. The soft, contoured neckroll
adds head and neck support in the
more reclined posture. With passive
weight distribution via surface contact this model encourages properseated posture and cushions the
high-pressure points that lead to
discomfort on flat seat designs. For
special needs, an array of optional
features is offered to address almost
every seated task in the office.
The J style mechanism rocks from a
center-pivot point under the seat,
and allows for the backrest depth
adjustment feature (not found on
the K-style mechanism).
#J3509 (as configured above)

C

B

B

2600 Series Mesh Back Chair

The 2600 Series chair features a
unique, contoured mesh back design
with an adjustable, integrated lumbar support which may be set at any
of 8 positions. The back tilt is adjustable to preference. Along with the
mesh back, our #7 Seat offers a comfortable choice with moderate contouring that accommodates the largest percentile of workers The chair
mechanism with a seat slider allows
for the perfectly positioning of the
distance between the seat and back.
This chair is ideally suited for the
user who prefers a firm feel on the
back and lumbar. All of these wonderful design elements culminate
into a beautiful and comfortable
chair, yet another example of BodyBilt's commitment of providing ergonomic solutions to meet a variety of
workplace needs.
#2600

C

Bariatric Big & Tall Chair

The B2503 Big & Tall Ergonomic
Chair is a high back chair, and a flat
seat non-contoured stretch seat designed to promote proper ergonomic posture and evenly distribute
weight so that leg muscles are put in
a relaxed position.
The B2503 chair is the ultimate in
Big & Tall ergonomic chair comfort.
This heavy duty bariatric chair is rated up to 600 lbs.
#B2503 (as configured above)

BodyBilt can customize any chair
thousands of different ways to
obtain the best fit for every shape
and size.
Seat, back, chair arms, casters and
fabric options increase options for
the individuality that everyone
deserves!
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Blaisdell’s is an authorized ErgoGenesis dealer & carries their full line of
award winning products:


Executive Seating



Lab/ESD Seating



Monitor Arms



Training/Conference Room Seating



Keyboard Systems



Document Holders



Task Seating



Footrests



And more!

A

A

@Work Executive Chair

The @Work series is the perfect
choice for demanding work environments that require flexibility. Available in 6 sizes, with 6 control and 5
arm options, @Work adjusts to complement a wide variety of users.
Internal back height adjustment feature specifically targets the lumbar
area for enduring support and a
comfortable sit. The @Work waterfall seat front design promotes
better circulation when seated for
long periods of time. This chair is
ready to jump through hoops to provide the look and feel that you require.
#6242K (as configured above)

B

B

Focus Management Chair

Focus consists of a broad family of
work, conference and stool models.
The waterfall seat relieves pressure
from the back of the legs and provides a superb initial sit combined
with unparalleled long-term comfort. Arm choices include fixed
arms, height adjustable and fully
adjustable arms that adjust vertically, side to side, depth and pivot. Focus is GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children & Schools certified.
Heavy Duty 24/7 shift option. 300 lb
rating on all mechanism options.
#5623Y.a92.B1.MC1 (as configured
above)

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

C

Census Task Chair

Census offers a wide a variety of ergonomic functions and adjustments,
making it more adaptable than any
other chair in its price range. The
Census line features task, conference and stools in multiple sizes,
making Census appropriate for an
unlimited number of applications.
Customize Census by selecting a fabric, plastic or ballistic nylon back option making it a value-added addition to any workspace. Census' waterfall seat front promotes better
circulation when seated for long periods.
#34A52 (as configured above)
Discount pricing available, contact us!

Need help choosing the right chair?
Blaisdell’s works with many reputable and professional Ergo Evaluators– contact us for
a referral!
Want to choose for yourself? Try the Chair Selector Tool on the ErgoGenesis website:
www.ergogenesis.com/chairselector.php

A

A

B

Glove Executive Chair

B

Glove provides a wide range of aesthetic options, choose from over 270
fabrics and 28 leathers to create
your own customized look. Glove
features Executive and Active designs, 2 back heights, 4 control and 4
arm options. Executive models feature maximum comfort and support,
combining an ergonomically designed one-piece shell and soft,
highly resilient foam. Active models
feature two-piece construction and
an internal back height adjustment
mechanism for proper and lasting
support. Options such as ballistic
nylon, a brushed aluminum base and
heavy duty upgrades make Glove a
solid performer with ample flexibility. Heavy Duty 24/7 shift option for
Glove Active.
#7542TA26 (as configured above)

C

Knack Task Chair

All-day comfort and ultimate value
come together in one dependable
design—the simple and clean Knack
work chair. The enhanced synchro
tilt smoothly moves your back and
seat together for optimal motion
and comfort. Swivel and basic synchro tilt are also available for light
task environments. Knack offers a
back-height adjustment so every
user can enjoy individualized upperback and lumbar support. The soft,
comfortable back follows the natural
curve of the spine, providing great
support no matter how long the sit.
Knack is GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children & Schools certified.
Heavy Duty 24/7 shift option. 300lbs
rating on all mechanism options.
#3323F.a92 (as configured above)

C

Leader Conference Chair

Leader's 2 back heights, 4 control
and 5 arm options make this chair
the perfect fit for any modern workspace or conference room. An internal back height adjustment feature
specifically targets the lumbar area
for enduring support and a comfortable sit. Ample support, ergonomic
shaping and a waterfall seat prevent
fatigue and promote comfort. Leader cradles the human form, providing hours of lasting support. Choose
from over 235 fabrics, 9 knit back
colors, and 31 leathers to create
your own customized look. An optional ballistic back, brushed aluminum base, and heavy duty upgrade
make Leader precisely what you
need it to be. Heavy Duty 24/7 shift
option (excludes Leader Knit Back).
#5261TA36 (as configured above)
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BodyBilt chairs can be upholstered using any of the hundreds of
different fabrics or leathers. Beyond that, arms, casters, optional
neck rolls and headrests are all available too– making your chair
by
yours!
Blaisdell’s is capable of creating a comfortable, beautiful office
chair that you will find irresistible. Call our Sales Team to discuss
what you want and how to get it! We can deliver fabric and finish swatches to your office
the next-business-day, to help make coordinating your new furniture easy and fun!
B

A

A

Messenger Management Chair

Double-layered non-stretch mesh
ensures optimal durability and comfort that will last for years to come.
Back follows the natural curve of the
spine and provides ideal tension
from the double-layered mesh. The
waterfall seat relieves pressure from
the back of the legs, allowing for
healthy circulation. A sleek, highprofile base is used to compliment
the clean design of Messenger.
Choose between classic black resin
and polished aluminum. Messenger
meets and exceeds ANSI-BIFMA
standards and features SitOnIt
Seating's standard lifetime warranty.
It is also GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children & Schools certified.
#2122Y.a56.B3 (as configured
above)

B

Prava Executive Chair

Prava's clean, classic lines create a
sophisticated, sleek profile. Prava's
fine detail work is clear in the stitching, upholstery and crisp edges. The
sculpted back and seat with waterfall edge offer support and custom,
soft fit for maximum comfort. Customizable from arm, headrest and
base options to textiles and back
sizes. GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children and Schools certified. Warranted up to 300 lbs.
#6423Y.a109.B11 (as configured
above)

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

C

ReAlign Conference Chair

Multi-layer seat cushion features a
top layer of visco-elastic foam for all
-day comfort and a customized fit.
ReAlign's back is sculpted both concave and convex for simultaneous
ergonomic and aesthetic advantages. It is available in two sizes.
Concealed back height adjustments
further refine the look and feel of
this innovative chair. High-profile
base options complement the slim
ReAlign. Heavy Duty 24/7 shift option. 300lbs rating on all mechanism
options.
#682TA77B3 (as configured above)

Discount pricing available, contact us!

Alera delivers Value!
Easy, affordable furniture is what it’s all about. We’ve got
what you want in Alera…Blaisdell’s comprehensive proprietary furniture line.
Alera offers a broad and deep selection of readily available
products. The line has a unique combination of contemporary design and high quality
finishes perfect for your business.

A

A EQ Series Ergo Multi-Function
High Back Mesh Chair
A high-tech chair with premium ergonomic features. Synchro-Tilt
mechanism offers customized support. Breathable elastic polyester
mesh seat, back and headrest. Waterfall seat reduces pressure at the
back of your knees for improved
circulation. Easy reach seat levers
for height and back adjustment. Soft
arms are adjustable up and down
front to back and at angles. Adjustable headrest offers all-day comfort.
Five-star base with casters for easy
mobility.
#ALE-EQA41ME10A

B

B Elusion Series Ergo MultiFunction High Back Mesh Chair
Multifunction mechanism with seat
glide allows back angle adjustment
relative to seat, adjustable tilt (free
floating or infinite locking positions)
and forward tilt. Cool, breathable
mesh back. Contoured seat cushion
with premium fabric upholstery and
waterfall edge to help relieve pressure on legs. Height- and widthadjustable arms with soft polyurethane pads. Five-star base with casters for easy mobility.
#ALE-EL41ME10B

C

C Eikon Series Ergo Synchro-Tilt
Mid-Back Mesh Chair
Designer styling gives a fresh look to
the everyday office chair. Contemporary breathable, vented back. Ergonomically contoured back encourages ideal back posture. Durable
cushioning provides all day comfort.
Back reclines at 2-to-1 angle to the
seat allowing user to recline while
keeping seat relatively even with the
floor. Padded armrests offer soft
support. Five-star base with casters
for easy mobility.
Additional colors/adjustments available.
#ALE-EK4237
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A
B
C

Insert blurb about footrest benefits here

F

E

D
Ergo-Comfort Adjustable
Footrest

A

Tilt angle slides easily to any position. Easy-glide design allows instant
repositioning of feet and legs.
5” height #SAF2105
8” height #SAF2106

B

Restease Adjustable Footrest

Comfort for those tired feet! Four
angle adjustments from 6-25° and
height adjusts from 3-1/4" to 5" for
personal comfort preference. Supports feet to help reduce leg and
back pressure, while integrated antislip rubber mat on platform keeps
feet in desired position.
#SAF2120BL

D

Rock n’ Stop Adjustable
Footrest

C

Unique footrest features an incremented rocking action to promote
circulation and muscle stimulation
by encouraging leg movement. Easyto-adjust; just apply foot pressure to
change position. Smaller footprint
takes less floor space under desk.
With anti-skid feet.
#SAF2122BL

C Half-Cylinder Padded Foot
Cushion

Solemate Plus Adjustable
Footrest

E Solemate Plus Adjustable Footrest with Gel Pad

Half-cylinder padded design allows
infinite positioning for ultimate comfort. Hypoallergenic medical-grade
foam distributes weight evenly. Machine washable. Nylon cover with
nonslip tread.
#SAF92311

Reduce muscle strain and fatigue by
supporting your legs at an optimum
angle. Height adjusts from 3 1/2" to
5" . Angle adjusts 30° and locks into
place with a simple press of the foot.
Nonskid surface.
#KMW56146

Shock-absorbing gel soothes tired
feet and eliminates stress on pressure points. With an easily operated
lock, the angle can be adjusted perfectly for all-day comfort.
#KMW56144

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discount pricing available, contact us!

C
B
A

D

E
F

A Solemate Exercising Footrest
Pamper your tired feet with the
SoleMassage Footrest’s stimulating
surface. Invigorate your ankles and
legs with the exercising motion. Optimize your comfort with 5 height
adjustable settings and a tilt of 30°.
#KMW56155

C FootEase Adjustable Footrest
Lock in any position with easy-toreach foot lever.
#RCP4603

B

Adjustable Steel Footrest

Extra-wide platform provides ample
space for both feet. Heavy-duty
steel construction for extra stability.
3M™ Safety Walk™ slip-resistant
surface helps keep feet from sliding.
Independent height/angle adjustment—angle adjusts to 30°, height
adjusts from 4" to 4 3/4".
#MMMFR530CB

Adjustable Locking Footrest
w/ Microban

C

Adjust for personal comfort using
foot pressure—no bending or stooping required! Locking mechanism
holds footrest in position until you
readjust it. Three different height
settings (4 1/8", 4 7/8", or 5 5/8")
and 30° tilt. Features built-in Microban® antimicrobial protection to
inhibit the growth of stain- and odor
-causing bacteria for the life of the
product.
#FEL8035001

D Height-Adjusting Tilting
Footrest

E Adjustable Height / Tilt
Footrest

Surface bumps massage soles of
feet. Three-position height. Footaction tilt from flat to 15° slant.
#RCP4653

Heavy-duty steel base. Footcontrolled platform tilts +/-20°.
Manual height adjustment from 4"
to 4 3/4", and contoured nonskid
platform for maximum comfort.
#MMMFR330
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B

C

A

E

D

Foot Rocker w/ Microban

B Humanscale FM300B Footrest

Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort. Microban® antimicrobial protection keeps product cleaner. Rocking motion helps improve
circulation while reducing leg fatigue. Flip product over to adjust
height from 2 3/4" to 4" for increased comfort. Unique tread holds
foot rocker in place while in use.
#FEL8024501

The FM300B, with ball bearing rollers, encourage gentle rocking of the
feet in the same way a rocking chair
encourages movement. This rocking
motion uses most of the lower leg
muscles to increase healthful circulation. Built-in massage balls to rejuvenate tired feet. In addition, both
offer 3-inch height adjustment for
custom positioning.
Dark Cherry #HUMFM300BDC
Natural #HUMFM300B

A

C Workrite Height & Angle
FootRester
Easy height adjustment locks into
place automatically. Adjusts in 1”
increments form 4” to 15” height.
Platform’s fluid rocking motion automatically adjusts with changes in
body position. Heavy gauge steel
frame & 3/8” thick composite plastic
can take use and abuse.
#WRK215

D

Humanscale FM500 Footrest

The FM500 provides perfect support
for the feet and legs to ease pressures on the lower back when
sitting. With curved supports to encourage healthful rocking, the
FM500 offers a surprising amount of
functionality in a simple and elegant
package.
Black #HUMFM500K
Cherry #HUMFM500C

Workrite FootRester

Platform’s fluid rocking motion automatically adjusts with changes in
body position. Heavy gauge steel
frame & 3/8” thick composite plastic
can take use and abuse. Adjustable
to 3” height from floor.
#WRK210

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

Is there a footrest you are
interested in but don’t
see here? Call our
Sales Office and
our Team can help
find a source!
Discount pricing available, contact us!

A

B

C

D

E

F

A Remedease Lumbar Support
Provides support for lumbar region.
Ergonomic shape helps minimize
back strain and fatigue. High-density
foam retains its shape. Machinewashable 100% polyester cover.
Elastic strap adjusts to fit any chair.
#SAF71101

C Softspot Low Profile Back
Support
Lumbar roll backrest supports the
lower back and spine. Softly curved
upper edges reduce stress on pressure points by gradually tapering
away from user. Unique center
channel averts pressure on spine.
Helps to maintain the spine's natural
S-shaped curve. Contoured Therasoft® material keeps its shape.
Nonabrasive, antistatic, washable
direct support to the “small of back”
region. Elastic strap fits any chair.
#SAF7150BL

B Memory Foam Lumbar
Support
Memory foam offers ultimate comfort and support. Updated style for
additional comfort contours. Offers
support along the spine, eliminating
stress on pressure points and encouraging circulation. Smooth surface easily wipes clean. Adjustable
strap holds cushion in place. Direct
support to the small of the back.
#SAF7154BL

D

Mesh Backrest

Unique design offers comfort and
support while promoting good posture. Breathable mesh allows airflow
for cool, comfortable use. Elastic
strap secures backrest in place.
#SAF7153BL

C

Softspot Lumbar Support

Lumbar roll backrest supports the
lower back and spine. Softly curved
upper edges reduce stress on pressure points by gradually tapering
away from user. Unique center
channel averts pressure on spine.
Helps to maintain the spine's natural
S-shaped curve. Contoured Therasoft® material keeps its shape.
Nonabrasive, antistatic, washable
direct support to the “small of back”
region. Elastic strap fits any chair.
#SAF7150BL

E Professional Series Back
Support
Support your back with a 2-tiered
system. Features a mid-spinal support with memory foam cushion to
promote good posture, and a lower
lumbar support with three memory
foam sections that conforms comfortably to natural body curvature.
Memory foam self-adjusts for custom support, and is made of a soft,
breathable fabric for a relaxed fit.
International Academy of Ergonomics certification pending.
#FEL8037601
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A

B

C

D
Benefits of Back Buoy
Airline Pilots are using Back Buoy type
back supports while flying trans-Pacific
flights for major airlines– improving
cognitive awareness and circulation.
Driving can aggravate neck and back
pain– use of a Back Buoy can relieve
these discomforts.
Typical users experience relief from
back pain, aching or numbness in the
arms & hands, headaches, neck pain,
tingling in the legs & feet.

B Climate Control Backrest
Personalize workspace comfort with
temperature control and back support. Gel lumbar pack conforms to
individual users for flexible back support. Gel pack heats up in microwave
or chills in refrigerator. Contemporary
styling with soft touch fabric. Adjustable strap with buckle fits most modern
office chairs.
#FEL9190001

A

Back Buoy

Back Buoy™ reduces pressure or
irritation of the nerves, veins, and
lymphatics supplying the upper extremities. Back Buoy™ relieves or
reduces the mechanical contribution
to this abnormal compression that is
produced by postural weakness of
all kinds. This device has been
shown with ultrasound studies also
to improve arterial flow especially in
the arteries to the arms.
#TOSBACKBUOY

C

Softspot Seat Cushion

Unique cut-away contours slope
away from pressure points at the
tailbone. Wedge shape helps promote proper seating posture. Supports the lower back and spine. Softly curved upper edges reduce stress
on pressure points by gradually tapering away from user. Unique center channel averts pressure on
spine. Helps to maintain the spine's
natural S-shaped curve. Contoured
Therasoft® material keeps its shape.
Nonabrasive, antistatic, washable.
#SAF7152BL

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

D

Memory Foam

High-density memory cell foam was
originally developed by NASA to relieve G-force strain during lift off.
Temperature- and pressuresensitive, it molds to the body’s contour, offering optimal comfort. Dissipates pressure while conforming to
body contours. Leather-like bottom
cover reduces movement on chair.
#KMW82024

Discount pricing available, contact us!

E

D
A Gel Wrist Rest for Split

C

B

A

F

Ergonomic Keyboards

Extended Length Wrist Rest
for Keyboard

Compact Foam Wrist Rest for
Keyboard

Thin profile wrist rest brings gel
comfort to keyboards that have built
-in hard plastic wrist rests. Antimicrobial protection inhibits the
growth of microorganisms, that can
cause stains, odors and product degradation. Encourages neutral wrist
position for ergonomic comfort. Dual-Lock™ system attaches wrist rest
to keyboard so it stays where you
need it. Nonskid backing keeps rest
from moving.
#MMMWR314LE

Ergonomic design encourages neutral wrist position. Soothing gel filling provides comfortable support.
Upscale leatherette covering is soft
and easy to clean. Durable nonskid
backing keeps product firmly in
place. Antimicrobial product protection inhibits the growth of microorganisms, such as bacteria, that can
cause stains, odors and product degradation. Keyboard & mouse sold
separately.
#MMMWR340LE

Foam-filled wrist support encourages neutral wrist position for ergonomic comfort. Antimicrobial product protection inhibits the growth of
microorganisms, such as bacteria,
that can cause stains, odors and
product degradation. Soft fabric covering protects sensitive skin. Nonskid bottom keeps rest in place.
Keyboard sold separately.
#MMMWR209MB

D Gel Wrist Rest Platform
Premium-quality platform features
positive or negative tilt for optimal
positioning. Ergonomic design encourages neutral wrist position. Endorsed by the American Physical
Therapy Association. Soothing gel
filling provides comfortable support.
Leatherette covering is soft and easy
to clean. Nonskid backing keeps
product firmly in place.
#MMMWR422LE Keyboard &
Mouse combo
#MMMWR420LE Keyboard only

B

E

Gel Wrist Rest for Mouse,
Trackball or Adding Machine
Ergonomic design encourages neutral wrist position. Use with a
standard mouse, trackball mouse or
adding machine. Soothing gel filling
provides comfortable support. Upscale leatherette covering is soft and
easy to clean. Durable nonskid backing keeps product firmly in place.
#MMMWR305LE

C

F

Foam Mouse Pad with Wrist

Rest
Foam-filled wrist support encourages neutral wrist position for ergonomic comfort. Soft fabric covering
protects sensitive skin. Nonskid
bottom keeps rest in place.
#MMMW209MB
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A

Humanscale Switch Mouse

Switch Mouse puts the wrist and
forearm into a natural pronation for
left or right-handed users, and size
adjustability to provide a perfect fit
for any computer user. Its V-shaped
base and four-way scrolling dish
complement a built-in palm support
for exceptional user comfort. Builtin palm support to prevent contact
stress on the wrist, four-way scrolling dish to minimize repetitive motion, and programmable buttons for
user-specified functions.
#HUMSMUSB

C

TrackBall Optical Orbit Mouse

Control your cursor with a simple
touch of the finger. Uses less arm
movement and desk space than a
conventional mouse. Features Diamond Eye® optical technology for
precise tracking. Resistant to dust,
reducing the need for regular trackball cleaning.
#KMW64327

B

TrackMan Marble Optical

C

TrackMan Marble Mouse

Cordless Mouse

Wired, 4-button

Experience trackball precision without the cords. Optical Marble® technology tracks smoothly and is virtually maintenance free. Features
scroll wheel and customizable
buttons that allow you to personalize your controls for increased
productivity. Innovative extras include exclusive cruise control and
smart power management providing
over six months of battery life.
#LOG9043690403

This high-performance trackball optical mouse offers a contoured
shape and ambidextrous design for
improved comfort for either hand
during long periods of use. The larger size of the trackball improves control while reducing hand and wrist
motion. Four customizable buttons
for easy access to key tasks.
#LOG910000806

D

Evoluent Vertical Mouse

Patented shape supports the hand in
a fully upright 'handshake' position
the eliminates forearm twisting, relieving hand, wrist or arm pain.
Specific models for left and right
hand users.
#EVOVMR4 Right hand, wired
#EVOVMRL Left hand, wired
#EVOVM3WR Right hand, wireless

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

E DXT Ergonomic Fingertip
Mouse
The DXT Ergonomic Fingertip Mouse
is a compact ergonomic mouse
which has been expertly designed by
a team of leading UK physiotherapists and ergonomists. The DXT Fingertip mouse promotes a neutral
(more vertical) wrist posture while
allowing the hand to work with a
light touch fingertip hold providing
precision cursor control. It is the only compact ambidextrous ergonomic
mouse designed to use the precision
movements of the hand.
#KNIPD7DXT
Discount pricing available, contact us!

A

B

C

A Goldtouch Ergonomic Mouse
The Goldtouch Ergonomic mouse
positions the hand and wrist in a
naturally sloping angle. The user is
immediately oriented to the shape
and angle of the mouse, and is
therefore, immediately productive.
Supports a more neutral wrist angle
& alleviates muscle fatigue and discomfort caused by pronation of the
wrist. Users are less likely to acquire
an RSI caused by the repetitive motion of every day mousing. USB
conncetivity
#GLDGTMR Right hand, wired
#GLDGTML Left hand, wired
#GLDGTMB Right hand, wireless

B

Vertical ergonomic mice are specifically
designed to minimize the pain and stress
we feel after prolonged hours of working
with a traditional mouse. A vertical ergonomic mouse allows the user to use the
mouse with their palm in the upright natural position. The handshake position
avoids the turning of the arm, relieving
pressure to the wrist and arm.

3M Ergonomic Mouse

This mouse is clinically proven to
alleviate pain and discomfort of repetitive stress injuries in the hand,
wrist, or arm associated with the use
of traditional mice-which can pronate the forearm and wrist and typically presses the wrist and carpal
tunnel area against the desk. A patented, vertical grip design keeps
your hand and wrist at a neutral angle, while the mouse works as a regular optical mouse. Grip the handle
and rest your hand on the base. Use
your thumb to left and right click.
Optical sensor, wireless, USB compatible plug and play. Soft-touch
painted surfaces for added comfort.
For right-handed use.
#MMMEM500GPS Small
#MMM500GPL Large

C

Penguin Vertical Mouse

Naturally Comfortable: the vertical
alignment encourages a more ergonomic operating position. Ambidextrous design allows for easy transition between right and left handed
use. Easy-glide symmetrical base
allows the user to rest either hand
comfortably alongside the vertical
structure, encouraging the use of
the bigger muscles in the fore and
upper arm to maneuver the mouse.
Fine cursor control is still achievable
with small hand and/or finger movements. Precision performance laser
provides accurate tracking on typical
work surfaces.
#AEW9820100 Small, wired
#AEW9820101 Standard, wired
#AEW9820102 Small, wireless
#AEW9820103 Standard, wireless
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A

Adrienne & Emily both use the
Free2 in the Blaisdell’s office–
ask them how they like it!!

B

C

A RollerMouse Free2
Eliminates reaching for a traditional
mouse, relieving neck, shoulder and
elbow pain. There is no gripping
necessary, thus avoiding the threat
of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Tendonitis. Promotes the equal use of
both hands, reducing the risk of injuring your dominant “mousing”
hand. The main differences of the
Free from the PRO are the smaller
footprint and the longer bar. Useful
for both laptop and desktop computer applications.
#CNTRMFREE2

B

RollerMouse Pro2

Eliminates reaching for a traditional
mouse, relieving neck, shoulder and
elbow pain. There is no gripping
necessary, thus avoiding the threat
of Repetitive Strain Injuries such as
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Tendonitis. Promotes the equal use of
both hands, reducing the risk of injuring your dominant “mousing”
hand.
#CNTRMPRO2

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C Cirque Smart Cat PRO®
Touchpad
The Cirque Smart Cat PRO® sets the
standard of comfort plus performance in computer control. One
touch hotlinks provide the flexibility
to open files or execute programs.
With intelligent software, one-touch
scroll and zoom, and distinctive
sounds for each operation, Smart
Cat® combines all the power of a top
-of-the-line mouse with the unrivaled comfort and durability of a
touchpad. Programmable software
allows you to go from fast on-screen
movements to pixel-point control.
#CIRPD019SPUBLK
Discount pricing available, contact us!

D

A

B

E

F

C
A Microsoft Natural Ergo 4000
Keyboard
World’s best selling line of ergonomic keyboards features a natural wrist
alignment that will make your day!
Microsoft’s Natural 4000 ergonomic
keyboard also features an improved
number pad with easy-to-reach symbols such left and right, equal sign
and back space placed just above
the number pad.
#MSFB2M00012

B

Split Design Keyboard

Split key design conforms to natural
arm and hand positioning for added
comfort. Seven additional hot keys
for multimedia control and onetouch access to the Internet. Features built-in Microban® antimicrobial protection which provides continuous cleaning action, inhibiting
the growth of bacteria. Conforms to
your natural hand positions, reducing tension in the shoulders, arms
and wrists.
#FEL98915

E

C MK550 Wireless Keyboard &
Mouse Combo
Full-size keyboard with wave design,
Constant Curve layout and cushioned palm rest guides hands into
just the right position and conforms
naturally to your fingers, helping you
type with ease and confidence in a
familiar layout. The mouse emphasizes comfort with soft rubber side
grips and laser tracking. Your desktop is always ready with up to three
years of battery life for the keyboard
and two years for the mouse.
#LOG920002555

F

board

board

Adesso Wireless Mini Trackball Keyboard

Split design, light-weight keyboard
with multimedia hotkeys. . You get
quick and easy access to MCE home
entertainment with the touch of a
button. With the multimedia hotkeys you can operate your computer’s multimedia software with control keys. The built-in touchpad gives
you tapping and vertical scrolling
features for easy screen navigation. It's wireless and stylish, which
offers users mobility and comfort.
#WKB4100UB

Contoured with a split key design for
added ergonomic comfort and it
includes a built-in touchpad that
acts as your mouse. It is Windows
Vista compatible and comes with an
advanced Glidepoint® Touchpad
driver for horizontal and vertical
scrolling. The touchpad also includes
Left and Right mouse buttons
providing full cursor features and a
built-in wrist support for added
comfort.
#PCK308UB

The stylish and lightweight Adesso
Wireless Mini Trackball Keyboard
offers you mobility & comfort. Provides up to 30 feet of wireless freedom combined with cursor control
options. The built-in laser trackball
provides 800 DPI resolution, offering
great accuracy with minimal hand
movement. This keyboard also includes left and right mouse buttons
and a scroll wheel, eliminating the
need of a mouse.
#WKB3000U

D Adesso SlimTouch Mini Key-

Adesso TruForm Pro Key-
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Kinesis Corporation was founded in 1991 with the objective of developing a computer keyboard optimized for comfort and productivity. Kinesis has pioneered
many products, including the first general purpose foot switches supplementing
keyboard input, the first adapter which allowed PC keyboards to connect to Macintosh computers, and also the first PS/2 keyboard adapter for Sun workstations.
In 2007 Kinesis introduced its highly acclaimed Freestyle Solo convertible keyboard. The Freestyle design incorporated two years of intensive research including
input from both ergonomists and health professionals. The result is the first mainstream ergonomic keyboard to offer interchangeable configurations accommodating the needs of each user. Kinesis has evolved over the years to become a company providing products offering the best in comfort and productivity.

A

C

D

B

A Kinesis Freestyle Solo Split
Keyboard
Accommodates a wide range of humans, from small to tall and body
types in between, the Freestyle Solo
allows for maximum flexibility catering to each individual's unique needs
and comfort. 8” or 20" maximum
separation.
#KNIKB700PBUS 8” max separation
#KNIKB700PBUS20 20” max separation

C Kinesis VIP Accessory Kit
The VIP accessory attaches easily to
the base of the Solo Keyboard
(above) allowing quick and reproducible slope settings of 5, 10 and 15
degrees includes palm supports &
palm pads. Keyboard sold separately.
#KNIAC270BLK
Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

B

Kinesis Ascent Accessory Kit

Ascent accessory kit provides two
multi-angle tenting modules which
attach to the underside of the keying
modules. Tenting angles may be
independently set for each keying
module in the range of 20 to 90 degrees, in 10 degree increments. The
Ascent can also be used in conjunction with the optional Freestyle
palm supports, most aptly suited for
the lower tent settings of 20, 30 and
40 degrees. Keyboard sold separately.
#KNIAC740BLK

D

Kinesis V3 Accessory Kit

The V3 accessory attaches easily to
the base of the Solo Keyboard (item
A) allowing quick and reproducible
slope settings of 5, 10 and 15 degrees without palm supports. Keyboard sold separately.
#KNIAC730BLK
Discount pricing available, contact us!

A Goldtouch Adjustable Split
Keyboard

B Goldtouch Go! Travel Keyboard

The Goldtouch V2 Adjustable Keyboard is designed to fit a variety of
body types and is the only keyboard
designed to properly straighten the
wrists and arms while keeping your
shoulders and back aligned to
achieve a natural typing position. No
other keyboard can offer you the
comfort of an individual fit.
#GTN0099 PC compatible
#GTN0088 PC or Mac compatible

The compact design of the Go! Travel Keyboard makes better use of limited space environments, and allows
for external mice to be placed even
closer to the keyboard for reduced
shoulder pain and increased comfort. Includes two protective covers
(reduces exposure to impacts that
could lead to key cap loss when traveling). To use, place Go keyboard on
top of your notebook keyboard for
an instant office (rubber backing
prevents keyboard from slipping off
notebook).
#GTN0055

C Goldtouch Numeric Keypad
The Goldtouch Numeric Keypad,
with its USB hub, complements the
Goldtouch keyboard and allows the
convenience of remaining detached
from the keyboard itself for optimal
mouse and keypad placement. With
its crisp and tactile feel, and the
right amount of audible feedback,
hardcore number crunchers will enjoy the ease of having a numeric
keypad at their workstation or
attached to their notebooks anywhere they work.
#GTC0033 Black, for PC
#GTCMACB Putty, for Mac

Kinesis Low-Force Numeric
Keypad

Targus Wireless Stow-N-Go
10-Key pad

The Kinesis low-force keypad includes a 2-port USB hub and utilize
low-force and tactile key switch - for
both comfort and operating life.
The Kinesis low-force keypad allows
users flexibility in positioning the
keypad to the right or left of the keyboard. It's perfect for narrow keyboards like the Kinesis Freestyle, or
in conjunction with your laptop. The
2-port USB hub enables you to easily
connect other input devices such as
mice without having to access USB
ports on your computer.
#KNIAC210USB Black, for PC

The Targus Wireless Stow-N-Go Keypad provides a unique built-in storage compartment for the receiver making it a great keypad solution for
travelers. Full-size keycaps are comfortable and convenient for data
input. Simply remove the receiver
from the storage compartment underneath the keypad, plug it into the
USB slot of your laptop and it’s
ready for use! The Targus Wireless
Stow-N-Go Keypad comes with a
USB receiver, USB extension cable, 1
AA battery, carrying pouch and User’s Guide.
#TRGAKP01US

#KNIAC210MUSB White, for Mac
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Founded in 1991, Workrite Ergonomics is an industry leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of height-adjustable workcenters
and ergonomic office accessories, including adjustable keyboard
platform systems and flat panel monitor support systems.
Vision - To provide intuitive work tools for every body.
Mission - To provide ergonomic products that increase individual employee productivity through enhanced alertness and improved health and comfort, which translates to greater organizational productivity through increased
time on task, employee retention and reduced injury costs.
Environmental Commitment - Workrite Ergonomics is committed to protecting the health and safety of its staff,
customers and community; and to protecting the environment by using sustainable business and manufacturing
practices. Workrite's commitment starts at the factory from sourcing to manufacturing, following throughout its
processes to the delivery of its products.
Workrite Keyboard Systems are available in SO
MANY configurations and we don’t want to bore
you with the details, so call us for assistance in
selecting the right combination to suit your needs!

A

C

B

A

Workrite Banana Board

This patented keyboard platform
blends functionality with contemporary, high-tech design. Combined
with our adjustable Pinnacle 2 Arm
and our low profile ball bearing
track, you have the ultimate in comfort and style. Mouse platform easily slides from side to side to accommodate left or right-handed mousing. Features Mouse-Forward design for improved comfort. Platform
includes built-in document holder
and cord management for keyboard
and mouse. Mouse trap keeps
mouse in place. Use with Pinnacle 2
Arm with 17" or 22" low-profile ballbearing track (sold separately).
#WRK2180S
Pinnacle 2 arms are available in
17” & 22” lengths, specify length
desired when ordering, or call us
for help deciding!

B

Advantage-Dual System

This keyboard system features our
Advantage-Dual platform with two
swivel-out mouse surfaces and our
Pinnacle 2 Value Arm. Dual mouse
platforms enable users to alternate
mouse positions, reducing muscle
strain. The efficient design of the
mouse platforms reduce the incidence of lifting and repositioning the
mouse, a factor in repetitive stress
injuries. Dual swivel-out mouse
platforms: Store under keyboard
when not in use. Can accommodate
left and right-handed mousing.
Mouse trap keeps mouse in place.
Mouse platforms slide to adjust to
Mouse-Forward position for improved comfort. Platform includes
built-in document holder and cord
management. Removable LeatheRite palm support. Use Pinnacle 2
Value Arm with 17" or 22" nylon
glide track (sold separately) .
#WRK2100D

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

Advantage-Single System

This system features our AdvantageSingle platform with right-hand swivel-out mouse surface combined with
our Pinnacle 2 Value Arm. The efficient design of the mouse platform
reduces the incidence of lifting and
repositioning the mouse, a factor in
repetitive stress injuries. Single right
-hand swivel-out mouse platform
stores under keyboard when not in
use. Mouse trap keeps mouse in
place. Mouse platform slides to adjust to Mouse-Forward position for
improved comfort. Platform includes
built-in document holder and keyboard and mouse cord management. Removable LeatheRite palm
support. Pinnacle 2 Value Arm with
17" or 22" nylon glide track (sold
separately).
#WRK2110RL

Discount pricing available, contact us!

A key component of
an ergonomic workstation, a welldesigned articulating
keyboard system
works in conjunction
with a monitor arm and task chair to promote
healthy, comfortable posture. Humanscale keyboard supports literally bring the work to you, allowing you to sit back in your chair while providing
serious protection from carpal tunnel syndrome,
neck and back pain, and other musculoskeletal issues.
When it comes to intuitive adjustment, Humanscale
keyboard systems are second to none. Each keyboard support offers at least 5 inches of dynamic
height adjustment, allowing each user to perfectly
position the keyboard according to his or her
needs. And adjustment requires no knobs, locks or
levers—the keyboard repositions with just a simple
hand movement and remains in place once released.
Blaisdell’s offers the complete line of keyboard supports, keyboard platforms and mouse platforms,
providing the maximum amount of combinations to
ensure that the system ordered for you works for
you. Choose from:
6 types of keyboard supports
10 types of keyboard platforms
5 types of mouse platforms
Talk to our Sales Team!

Complete your Ergonomically Correct Workstation by outfitting it with all the coolest
products from Humanscale!
SwitchMouse p.

Seating p.

Lighting p.

Monitor Arms p.
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3M Ergonomic Products are designed to
help make you more comfortable and
reduce the risk factors associated with
working at computer workstations.

B

A

C

A

Positive Locking Keyboard
Platform
Unique system keeps keyboard and
mouse in position during adjustment
or storage of trays. Independent
mouse platform is height and tilt
adjustable and can be mounted right
or left. Patented leatherette gel
wrist rests for keyboard and mouse;
Precise™ optical mousing surface.
Cord management keeps your workspace neater.
#MMMAKT100LE

D

B Easy Adjust Keyboard
Platform

C Knob Adjust Keyboard
Platform

Unique system keeps keyboard and
mouse in position during adjustment
or storage of trays. Independent
mouse platform is height and tilt
adjustable and can be mounted right
or left. Patented leatherette gel
wrist rests for keyboard and mouse;
Precise™ optical mousing surface
extends the battery life of wireless
mice by up to 75%. Cord management keeps your workspace neater.
#MMMAKT150LE

All- in- one design accommodates
both keyboard and mouse with a
mousing surface that can be positioned on the left or right. Gel wrist
rest with antimicrobial product protection inhibits the growth of microorganisms, such as bacteria, that can
cause stains, odors and product degradation. Leatherette wrist rest cover is more durable than fabric and
easier to clean. Precise™ batterysaving mousing surface extends the
battery life of wireless mice by up to
75%.
#MMMAKT60LE

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

D

Sit/Stand Adjustable Keyboard Tray
Lever-free lift and lock mechanism enables easy height adjustment. The unique sit/stand feature allows for more variation in
work positions, helping to reduce
the chance for repetitive stress
injuries. For corner workstations
or straight-on workstations that
accept a 23" track. Platform angle
adjusts with knob. Gel wrist rest
for keyboard and mouse add
comfort by minimizing pressure
points. Single platform accommodates both keyboard and mouse.
3M™ Precise™ Optical Mousing
Surface can be positioned to the
left or right of the keyboard.
#MMMAKT170LE
Discount pricing available, contact us!

D
A

Humanscale M2 Monitor Arm

C

B

A

E
B

Humanscale M4 Monitor Arm

F
C

The M8 Monitor Arm accommodates the widest range of monitors
available today—any monitor up to
42 pounds. Combining rugged performance with sleek, handsome aesthetics, the M8 is the ideal solution
for heavy monitor applications or
any other environment with a flat
panel monitor. Made of 100% recycled aluminum for strength and durability. 10-year warranty on gasspring arm, lifetime warranty on all
other components.
#HUMM8

Introducing the M2, an ingeniously
simple monitor arm that combines
serious performance , style and value. The new M2 utilizes an innovative mechanical spring in place of a
gas cylinder, allowing the arm to be
thinner, lighter, more maneuverable
and far more durable than traditional arms– without sacrificing strength
or weight-load capacity. Made from
52% recycled and 99% recyclable
content. Supports up to 24” monitors, up to 20 lbs. 15-year warranty.
#HUMM2

Featuring effortless height and
depth adjustability, Humanscale’s
M4 is ideal for workstations that are
used by more than one person.
With an extended 11” range of finger-tip adjustment, the M4 is incredibly easy to use. Its small desktop
footprint maximizes usable space
while accommodating monitors up
to 20 lbs. Made from 80% recycled
and 95% recyclable material. 10year warranty.
#HUMM4

D Humanscale M8 Dual Monitor

E Humanscale M7 Monitor Arm

F

The M7, winner of the prestigious
Gold Award at NeoCon 2003, is an
easily adjustable, stable and elegant
line of flat panel monitor arms. Built
to demanding specifications, any of
the M7's countless configurations
will allow users to take full advantage of the benefits of flat panel
technology. And they're environmentally-friendly too, composed of
90% recycled materials. Expandable
to accommodate up to 3 monitors,
specify when ordering.
#HUMM7

Arm

Arm
The M8’s high weight capacity allows it to easily accommodate dualmonitor applications. Using an optional crossbar, the M8 supports two
monitors—each weighing up to 20
pounds—arranged side-by-side.
Monitors mounted to the crossbar
adjust simultaneously, allowing the
user to easily re-position the entire
configuration and improving the ergonomics of multiple-user workstations.
#HUMM8C

Humanscale M8 Monitor Arm

Humanscale Para/Flex Monitor

Para/Flex is the ultimate computer
support solution for virtually any
multiple-monitor application. Designed for time- and money-saving
installation and reconfiguration, it
offers flexible ergonomic viewing of
up to eight monitors on a single
mount. Monitors can be added or
removed quickly and easily, as Para/
Flex expands and collapses with almost no effort.
#HUMPARAFLEXPLUS
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Why use a monitor arm?
We all have our preferences for monitor height and viewing angle. But everyone's happy when they can position
the monitor at the spot that's right for them. Workrite monitor arms provide axis position adjustment and pneumatic counterbalance-so that height, depth, and tilt angle can be adjusted as desired, achieving the ergonomically
correct focal distance and axis of vision.
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A variety of finishes and mounting options are available for
each Workrite Monitor Arm– call us to learn more!

A

Workrite Poise Monitor Arm

The Workrite Poise monitor arm features a parallel linkage design with
adjustable pneumatic counter balance that floats the monitor above
the work surface. The Poise monitor
arm adds a range of adjustment to
meet users need for visual acuity
and individual user preference that
is unmatched in the industry. 360°
rotation at the mounting base and
first extension allows folded storage
as shallow as 4”. Also available for
dual mount monitors, please specify
when ordering.
#WRKPOISESINGLE
#WRKPOISEDUAL

B

Workrite SwingArm Monitor

Arm
SwingArm allows users to easily adjust monitor height, focal distance
and tilt angle. Stores easily to the
rear of the worksurface.
SwingArm's height range is best-inclass at 21.5". A leader in reach adjustability and supports monitors up
to 25 lbs. Ball swivel allows users to
easily set viewing angle and monitor
rotation. If your monitor is
equipped with an industry-standard
VESA 75mm or 100mm mount, the
SwingArm quickly attaches. Included with the standard SwingArm are
clamp and grommet style mounts,
for use when mounting to a worksurface up to 2.125" thick.
#WRKSWINGARM

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C

Workrite Willow Monitor

Arm
Willow is specifically developed to
support newer monitors which are
becoming ever lighter. Whether you
have a one pound ultralight display
or a 14 pound LCD monitor, the Willow monitor arm will provide the
support you need. Willow leads the
category in its height and reach adjustment. Willow is designed to fold
back completely, maximizing the
usefulness of your worksurface. To
bring your work into focus, the
spring and friction balance arm
gracefully extends a full 22” from
the worksurface edge.
#WRKWILLOW

Discount pricing available, contact us!

While flat screen monitors eliminate the last obstacle to reducing workstation size, our
SpaceArm Monitor solutions free up workspace by supporting screens and laptops off the work
surface. SpaceArm allows you to quickly and easily move your screen to the most ergonomically
appropriate positions. Our patented “Hub & Spoke” system permits easy field change from single to multiple screen applications. You can mount one to eight monitors on a single column. Sustainability and
maximizing your investment is an inherent design feature in the SpaceArm series.
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Manufactures ergonomic document
holders for CRT, flat-panel & notebook
computers.
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Maximize your workspace

F

by using a
monitor riser & document holder
together! See page 39
A

VuRyser 1 Plus

Elevates 1" and is stackable.
Measures 11" x 11" x 1". Supports
up to 60 lbs. Storage for CD's, etc.
#VUR2455

D Max Plus
Each elevates 2" and is stackable.
Each measures 17" x 15" x 2". Supports up to 60 lbs. Four pockets for
storage of paper, envelopes...almost
anything. Ideal for monitors, printers, fax, other office machines. Patented.
#VUR7255

E
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VuRyser 2 Plus

Each elevates monitor 2" and is
stackable. Each measures 11” x 11”
x 2”. Supports monitors and machines up to 60 lbs. Great storage
slot underneath for paper or files.
Patented.
#VUR4855

E Notebook Spyder
Ergonomic positioning of notebook
to eye level. Adjustable in height, 3"4". Unique leg design expands/
collapses for keyboard storage. Cable management that actually
works. Ventilation for annoying
notebook heat. Creative and adjustable document support.
#VUR5755

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

C VuRyser 8800
Ideal for monitors with footprint up
to 11" x 8". Each elevates 1" and is
stackable. Supports up to 22 lbs.
Sleek, cool.
#VUR8800

F

LapRyser

Ergonomic positioning of notebook.
Adjusts up to 2.5". Easily converts to
angled laptop stand, 10 to 20 degrees. Cable management that actually works. Ventilation for annoying
notebook heat. Creative and adjustable document support.
#VUR6795
Discount pricing available, contact us!
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Workrite TravelRite Portable
Laptop Station
Elevates laptop screen for an improved head and shoulder posture.
At 30° tilt, the screen is raised 6"
from the work surface. Platform
angle is adjustable, allowing for neutral positioning of hands and wrists.
Angle adjusts from 0° to 30°. Nonslip pad on underside holds unit
firmly in position. Wrist support pad
is adjustable in thickness to correctly
match the thickness of your computer. Includes a LeatheRite™ JelRite™
palm support.
#WRK2400

B Goldtouch Go! Travel Notebook
Stand
Road warriors and conference room
executives now have a safer way to
work with the new Goldtouch Go!
Travel Notebook Stand! Made from
aluminum for strength and high aesthetic appeal, the Go! Travel Notebook Stand offers proper notebook
monitor height adjustment. For
ease of use and portability, it also
collapses compactly into its own neoprene cover.
#GLDGTLS0055

C
D
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Kinesis LaptopLifter

The Kinesis LaptopLifter is a lightweight, yet sturdy laptop stand that
is an excellent choice for anyone
who works with their laptop in
different locations. As with all laptop
stands, it improves cooling and
brings the screen closer and higher
to enhance visibility while using a
separate keyboard and mouse.
#KNIAC110LL

D

Humanscale L6 Laptop Holder

The L6 Notebook Manager dramatically improves user comfort and reduces the risk of long-term injury by
promoting good ergonomic posture
while using a laptop computer. Ideal
for full-time workstations, home
offices, hospitality applications, and
any other workspace in which a laptop computer is regularly used. Cable management, heat ventilation,
security features, and an optional
removable USB hub.
#HUML6
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Anti-Glare Filter for LCD

Optical-quality acrylic panels protect
delicate LCD screens from damage.
Uses antireflective coatings to reduce glare, helping to prevent eyestrain. Neutral tint enhances viewing
for superior sharpness and contrast.
Frameless design features unique
nonskid hanging clips; complements
any LCD monitor. Durable and easy
to clean. Includes cleaning cloth.
#IVR46402 fits 17” screen
#IVR46404 fits 19”-20” screen

C Anti-Glare LCD Monitor

B
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Privacy Anti-Glare Filter

Filter blurs side views so that data is
visible only to person directly in
front of screen. 50% transmission
provides excellent contrast enhancement. Features hard, anti-reflective
coating on both sides for performance and durability. Constructed
of optical-quality acrylic panels. Exclusive hanging clip design makes
installation quick and easy. Includes
one cleaning cloth.
#IVR46412 fits 17” screen
#IVR46414 fits 19”-20” screen

D

C
“Anti- glare filters on computer
monitors can dramatically reduce
health and vision problems related
to screen glare and help boost
productivity in full-time computer
users, according to a Cornell University study.
After using a glass anti-glare filter,
the percentage of daily or weekly
problems related to lethargy/
tiredness, tired eyes, trouble focusing eyes, itching/watery eyes and
dry eyes was half what they were
before filter use for people who
use computer monitors all day at
work, said ergonomist Alan Hedge,
professor of design and environmental analysis and director of the
Human Factors Laboratory at Cornell.”

Except from “Anti-glare Filters Reduce Computer-related Eye Problems”, written by Susan Lang, Cornell
Chronicle

Magnifier

Executive Anti-Radiation/Anti
-Glare/ Anti-Static Monitor Filter

Black-Out Anti-Glare Privacy
Monitor/Laptop Filter

This filter has an elegant, lightweight
design that enhances any monitor.
Adjustable magnification more than
doubles character size. Uses a highquality Fresnel lens with antiglare
coating. Fully assembled. Installs
quickly and easily. Patented. Includes cleaning cloth.
#KTKMAG17L fits 17” screens
#KTKMAG19L fits 19” screen
#KTKMAG19WL fits 19” widescreens

This ISO Compliant filter reduces
screen glare by up to 99% to help
prevent eyestrain. The light-tint
glass provides enhanced contrast for
sharper text and brighter graphics.
Properly grounded, the frame also
lessens static charging. Designed to
meet American Optometric Association (AOA) specifications. Assembly
free frame fits easily on your monitor.
#MMMEF200L fits 16” screen

This privacy filter fits and protects
notebook or LCD monitors from
dust, fingerprints, and scratches.
Reduces screen glare to help prevent eye strain. Black-out technology darkens screen image when
viewed from the side to protect privacy. Easy to attach and remove.
#FEL4800101 fits 15” screen
#FEL4800301 fits 17” screen
#FEL4800501 fits 19” screen

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

E

Discount pricing available, contact us!
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Have a
colorful workday!

A

VuRyte MemoScape
Document Holder
The Renaissance of Ergonomic "InLine" Document Support. Easily adjusts for small or full-sized documents for your needs. Ideal for
workstations with or without keyboarding systems and monitor arms.
Includes erasable messaging system
and base is graphite; easel is "crystal
clear." Re-energizes wasted space
on your desk. Sleek… cool… minimal...and ergonomic. Patented.
#VUR2050 Graphite base (shown)
#VUR2060 Pearl base

B VuRyte MemoScape Plus
Document Holder

C VuRyte 18KB and 14KB Document Holder

D VuRyte VisionVu Document
Holder

An Ergonomic Juggernaut! Includes
all components of MemoScape (VUR
2050) plus adjustable horizontal
document support that mounts to
either side, pivots and swings. Base
is graphite; easel is "crystal clear."
World's ONLY "In-Line" and Horizontal Document Support System Combo! Very, very cool! Patented.
#VUR2060 Graphite base
#VUR2080 Pearl base (shown)

18" or 14”wide easel style, clear.
Adjusts monitor 1 inch. Adjusts in
angle, depth, vertical and horizontal
planes. Ideal for keyboard shelves,
split surfaces, desktop CPU. Clip and
Line Guide.
#VUR18KB 18” wide(shown)
#VUR14KB 14” wide

14” wide easel, clear. Adjusts in angle and height. Drops below desktop
for keyboard systems. Mobile. Lightweight. Clip and Line Guide. Ergonomic workhorse!
#VUR14DC Smoke
#VUR14DC-BB Blueberry
#VUR14DC-ST Strawberry
#VUR14DC-TG Tangerine
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Professional Series Document
Holder
Places documents between monitor
and keyboard for optimal viewing.
Top and bottom adjust to accommodate oversized offers six separate
angle adjustment from 75° to 25°
incline. Moveable, magnetic line
guide securely holds documents.
Supports books, catalogs and landscape sheets. Stable weighted base
that folds flat for easy storage.
#FEL8039401

B

Destop Copyholder

Holds both A4 and letter size documents. Adjustable for various viewing angles. Includes paper holder/
line guide and pen holder. Simple,
no-fuss design.
#IVR59001

Adrienne uses this one in
the Blaisdell’s office– ask
her how she likes it!!

C

Freestanding Book/Document
Holder
Book stand copyholder with a
unique three-in-one design for use
as a book stand, copyholder and
photo frame. Built-in picture frame
holds a 4" x 6" photo for personalization. Three viewing angle adjustments. Extendable document clip for
various paper sizes. Two adjustable
page holders.
#IVR59000

D Freestanding Fold-Flat Copyholder

E
In-Line Freestanding Document holder

F Clip Copyholder, Monitor
Mount

Sturdy, stable design with nonskid
bottom. Versatile sliding clip accommodates both portrait- and landscape-oriented documents. Grooved
ledge and clip hold sheets. Folds flat
for storage. Clear line guide.
#MMMDH340MB

Adjustable elastic guideline secures
thick documents. The unit holds
books, catalogs and landscape
sheets, and allows multiple angle
and height adjustments. Nonslip,
grooved ledge holds sheets.
#MMMDH640

Specifically designed for flat panel/
LCD-type monitors. Patented clip
holds portrait, landscape and legal
documents. Grooved ledge supports
sheets. Mounts on left or right side.
Includes Command™ Adhesive to
hold securely yet remove cleanly.
#MMMDH445

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discount pricing available, contact us!

MicroDesk™ was created by Sarah Mahoney, a certified Physiotherapist in New
Zealand, where she saw that office staff were having to use the computer, and
write, or work on papers at the same time. This caused reach and twist issues
giving rise to upper limb pain and there was no product solution at that
time. She needed to remove the reach and twist action associated with this problem and created the MicroDesk
in it’s three forms to solve this problem.

When writing on the Microdesk™ it is important to:
Keep your elbows within range of your body, no reaching out.
Write with a bent elbow not a straight arm so you can access
the function and number keys of the keyboard beneath the
front edge of the Microdesk™.
 Rest your forearm comfortably on the platform on top when
using the Microdesk™ for writing.
 Keep your chair close to the desk and your mouse close to the
keyboard.
 Keep your back and feet well supported, and your shoulders
and neck relaxed for work.
 The Microdesk™ suits left and right-handed writers. There is a
removable lip at the base to stop your papers from sliding off –
don't lean your wrist on the high lip while writing, keep to the
side where there is a flat area OR change to the low lip profile.
The ruler / line guide is included with all desk models.

A

Regular MicroDesk W/Line
Guide
The Microdesk is an adjustable
sloped writing platform for the keyboard work position. It enables easy
access to the keyboard while working with papers and books. Prevents
reaching and twisting as your papers
are placed directly in front of you.
Suitable for both left and right handed users. The Regular Microdesk is
suitable for single-surface desks.
Easily lifted & stored when not in
use. 23” wide x 12” deep, 3-7” front
& back adjustable heights.
#TGUMICRODESK-R

B

Step MicroDesk

The Step Microdesk is suitable for
keyboard trays and bi-level desks.
The keyboard platform must be at
least 9½ deep and 25" wide for
proper placement of the front edge
of the Microdesk over the keyboard
"home row." The Step Microdesk is
also recommended for singlesurface desks where the computer
screen is placed low for shorter people, or for those with graduated-lens
reading glasses. 22” wide x 12”
deep, 3-5” front & back adjustable
heights.
#TGUMICRODESK-S

C

Compact MicroDesk

For use with a laptop on a docking
station OR a confined work area. Fits
with all styles of keyboard. 17” wide
x 12” deep. 3-7.5” front & back adjustable heights.
#TGUMICRODESK-C

Invented
in
New Zealand!
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A WorkRite Rite-In-Line Document Holder

B Humanscale CH3000 Copy
Holder

C Humanscale CH900 Copy
Holder

Places documents directly in line
with monitor, reducing bending and
twisting of the neck and shoulders.
(11.75" wide) Slotted style angle
adjustment lets you instantly change
angle from 42° to 82°. 5 3/8" height
adjustability allows document holder to drop over front edge of worksurface so that documents do not
block view of monitor. Unique Slide
Guide™ rule strip that clings to virtually any surface. Designed for use
with an adjustable arm and
platform, as well for standard desktop applications.
#WRK2550

Humanscale's adjustable in-line document holder keeps documents
aligned with the keyboard and monitor. Maintaining alignment is critical
for low minimizes the computer user's potential for repetitive head
movement. By using a copy stand,
users can dramatically reduce neck
and upper back stress. Copy stand
supports a range of documents,
from single sheets of paper to large
books, in addition, they can collapse
down and be stowed away to clear
valuable desk space. Lifetime warranty.
#HUMCH3000 Putty
#HUMCH3000B Black

Encourages low-risk posture while
reading, editing or inputting documents. Minimizes neck, upper back
& shoulder stress associated with
repetitive twisting. In-line position
maximizes data input speed. Copy
Drawer paper tray slides away on
easy glide tracks when not in use.
Clip on paper support for legal &
oversized paper. Lifetime warranty.
#HUMCH900 Putty
#HUMCH900B Black

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discount pricing available, contact us!
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ISE Omero Copy Holder

Superior adjustability for healthy
computing. Improve working comfort & protect against musculoskeletal injury. Optimize desk space &
increase productivity. Height and
angle adjustable. Steel (shown) or
melamine (not shown) construction
with rigid lip provides support for
documents, binders, and manuals.
Line guide included. Black.
#ISETB911BK 9”X11” Steel
#ISETB915BK 9”x15” Steel
#ISETB2011BK 20”x11”Steel
#ISETB2015BK 20”x15” Steel
#ISESB911BK 9”X11” Melamine
#ISESB915BK 9”x15” Melamine
#ISSTB2011BK 20”x11”Melamine
#ISSTB2015BK 20”x15” Melamine

B

ISE Omero Writing Tablet

Improve working comfort & protect
against musculoskeletal injury. Optimize desk space & increase productivity. Angle adjustable steel or melamine construction with rigid lip
provides support for documents,
binders, and manuals. Includes
palm support for increased comfort.
Black.
#ISETB911PBK 9”X11” Steel
#ISTTB915PBK 9”x11” Steel
#ISETB20011PBK 20”x11” Steel
#ISETB2015PBK 20”x15” Steel
#ISESB911PBK 9”X11” Melamine
#ISESB915PBK 9”x15” Melamine
#ISSTB2011PBK 20”x11”Melamine
#ISSTB2015PBK 20”x15” Melamine

C

EasyReader Book Stand &
Copy Holder
The Easy Reader Book Stand combines an innovative patented design
and the unique properties of polypropylene plastic to create a book
stand that closes to the size of a legal pad and weights only 26 ounces. 14.5” x9”. The Easy Reader is
also:
 Versatile - it can also be used as a
clipboard or writing surface
 Durable - absorbs impacts that
would crack other plastics
 Adjustable - 4 different angles to
avoid glare and shadows
 Strong - supports books and manuals weighing up to 10 lbs.
#EASYREADERBK Black
#EASYREADERRD Red
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Element Classic
and

Element 790
Featuring advanced LED technology, the Element Classic
and Element 790 combine aesthetics with unmatched
lighting performance. Using only six watts to produce incandescent lighting levels, the Element series boasts a 50,000-hour lifespan—25 years of daily use in a typical 9-to
-5 office environment. The upgraded Element 790 version also offers an expanded color palette and an intuitive
dimmer control to offer seven levels of light intensity and greater energy savings.

Features











World’s first task light series to employ groundbreaking MCX LED Technology
Perfect internal counterbalance provides fingertip adjustability
Made of up to 81% recycled and 99% recyclable content
Heat-dispersing design provides unique, modern aesthetic
Designed to easily fit under overhead bins and on virtually any desktop work space
20 mounting options, including panel mounts for systems furniture
Folds away when not in use
Universal power supply
Interchangeable plug options for worldwide compatibility

Upgraded Element 790 also offers the following features



Dimmer control for seven levels of adjustable light output
Expanded color palette: Silver, Black or White with Silver accents

Visit us at blaisdells.com or call 510.483.3600

Discount pricing available, contact us!

Element Vision
Introducing the warmest, most beautiful light output ever seen from an LED task light. Utilizing cutting-edge
advancements in MCX LED Technology, Element Vision produces a broad footprint of true-color, glare-free
illumination—perfect for exceptional ergonomic lighting in any environment. Beyond using just seven watts of
power, Vision’s energy-saving features include an intuitive dimmer control for adjustable light intensity and a
Passive Infrared (PIR) occupancy sensor that turns the unit off when the user leaves the area.

Features








Single MCX LED casts just one shadow
Produces a large footprint of ergonomic light
Unique design maximizes light output, reduces glare, and increases the light’s usable life
Replaceable LED assembly allows for easy in-field repairs
20 mounting options suit virtually any work environment
Universal power supply and interchangeable plug options accommodate global power outlets
Perfect internal counterbalance provides effortless, one-touch positioning

From its chic, futuristic looks to its next-generation technology,
Element Disc is ahead of its time and ahead of its class. Utilizing
innovative Thin Film LED Technology™, Disc offers seven levels of
dimmability with just an effortless “pinch” of the light head. And
taking advanced LED technology to a new level of sustainability,
Disc features an occupancy sensor that turns the unit on or off
when the user enters or leaves the area. When not in use, Disc
folds into a compact nesting position, with the form of the lamp
head gracefully echoing that of the base.

Features









Revolutionary Thin Film LED Technology produces an ultra-wide footprint of glare-free light
Unique design maximizes light output and increases the light’s usable life
Even plane of illumination casts just one shadow
Perfect internal counterbalance provides effortless, one-touch positioning
Slender, futuristic form folds into a compact nesting position
Replaceable head assembly allows for in-field repairs
20 mounting options suit virtually any work environment
Universal power supply and interchangeable plug options accommodate global power outlets
Sustainable design can contribute to the achievement of valuable LEED credits

